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Abstract—CANDECOMP/PARAFAC (CP) tensor decomposition is a popular unsupervised machine learning method with
numerous applications. This process involves modeling a high–
dimensional, multi–modal array (a tensor) as the sum of several
low–dimensional components. In order to decompose a tensor,
one must solve an optimization problem, whose objective is often
given by the sum of the squares of the tensor and decomposition
model entry differences. One algorithm occasionally utilized to
solve such problems is CP–OPT–DGN, a damped Gauss–Newton
all–at–once optimization method for CP tensor decomposition.
However, there are currently no published results that consider
the decomposition of large–scale (with up to billions of non–
zeros), sparse tensors using this algorithm. This work considers
the decomposition of large–scale tensors using an efficiently
implemented CP–OPT–DGN method. It is observed that CP–
OPT–DGN significantly outperforms CP–ALS (CP–Alternating
Least Squares) and CP–OPT–QNR (a quasi–Newton–Raphson
all–at–once optimization method for CP tensor decomposition),
two other widely used tensor decomposition algorithms, in terms
of accuracy and latent behavior detection.
Index Terms—Big data analytics, high performance computing,
damped Gauss–Newton, sparse tensor decomposition

I. I NTRODUCTION
CANDECOMP/PARAFAC (CP) tensor decomposition, a
popular unsupervised machine learning technique for data
exploration and anomaly detection, involves approximating a
high–dimensional, multi–modal array by the sum of several
low–dimensional, multi–modal components. Roughly analogous to singular value decomposition or principle component
analysis for matrices, this practice was first developed in [14]
and [15], and found its first application in psychology [8].
Since then, CP tensor decomposition has been utilized in applications such as chemistry [3], criminology [12], medicine [32],
text analysis [1], and cybersecurity [10], among many others.
The process of decomposing a tensor involves solving a
(typically large–scale) optimization problem, whose objective
function is often given by the sum of the squares of the
differences between corresponding entries of the tensor and
the decomposition model. Although other, sometimes more
appropriate, objective functions may be utilized in performing
tensor decomposition [9], [16], our focus in this work is on
minimizing the sum–of–squares, as (i) solving this problem
often produces satisfying decomposition results for applications, and (ii) we can exploit the polynomial nature of this
objective in order to reduce computational cost.

Two of the most popular algorithms for tensor decomposition with a sum–of–squares objective are CP–ALS [8] and
CP–OPT–QNR [2]. CP–ALS, short for CP-Alternating Least
Squares, is an algorithm in which we optimize over alternating
sets of variables (each set corresponding to a certain tensor
mode) by solving a least squares problem, while fixing the
remaining sets of variables. CP–OPT–QNR is an all–at–once
optimization approach that utilizes a quasi–Newton–Raphson
method – the L–BFGS [21] algorithm. Less commonly used
for minimizing the aforementioned objective is the tensor decomposition algorithm CP–OPT–DGN [28], [29], [36], which,
like CP–OPT–QNR, is an all–at–once optimization algorithm,
but, unlike CP–OPT–QNR, uses a damped Gauss–Newton /
Levenberg–Marquardt [20], [23] approach.
In this work we implement and integrate CP–OPT–DGN
into ENSIGN [31], a commercially available tensor decomposition software package. This package provides state–of–
the–art high–performance C implementations of a number of
tensor decomposition methods including CP–ALS and CP–
OPT–QNR. ENSIGN tensor methods use optimized sparse
tensor data structures, namely, mode–specific sparse (MSS)
and mode–generic sparse (MGS) tensor data structures [4].
These methods are parallelized and optimized for computation
and memory efficiencies in shared–memory and distributed–
memory systems [5], [6]. We utilize the shared–memory implementations of all tensor decomposition algorithms studied
in this paper, as we have yet to implement distributed–memory
versions of CP–OPT–QNR and CP–OPT–DGN.
Enabled by ENSIGN, we then apply CP–OPT–DGN to
decompose four large–scale (with up to billions of non–zeros)
sparse tensors, each generated from one of four different data
sets. We exploit the polynomial nature of the sum–of–squares
objective in order to avoid the unnecessary computational
expense required to compute the objective value and gradient
at each trial step length, while performing a line search, and
integrate similar techniques into ENSIGN’s CP–OPT–QNR
routine. (Note that related techniques have been used in the
past for both sparse [34] and dense [30] tensors. We modify
the strategy from [30] to be compatible with sparse tensors;
the strategy from [34] is less efficient). It is observed that
CP–OPT–DGN computes significantly more accurate decompositions than the other two algorithms, without requiring
much additional computing time. We further note that CP–

OPT–DGN discovers latent behaviors that CP–ALS and CP–
OPT–QNR do not. This corroborates the results observed for
smaller dense tensors [28], [29], [36]. To the best of our
knowledge, this work is the first to apply CP–OPT–DGN to
sparse tensors of this size and highlights the utility in using
CP–OPT–DGN to decompose such tensors: although previous
implementations of CP–ALS and CP–OPT–QNR allow for the
decomposition of sparse tensors with up to billions of nonzeros [13], [17], previous state–of–the–art implementations
of CP–OPT–DGN are used only to decompose smaller (up
to 100 million entries) dense tensors, even when sparsity is
encouraged on the decomposition [28], [29], [36].
This paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we first
describe the notation used in this paper and provide relevant
background information on tensors, their decompositions, and
the three aforementioned algorithms. In Section III, we discuss
the improvements we have made to naive implementations of
CP–OPT–QNR and CP–OPT–DGN. Next, in Section IV, we
compare the performance of the three tensor decomposition
algorithms, in terms of decomposition accuracy, while in
Section V we compare the latent behaviors detected by each
algorithm. Finally, a summary is given in Section VI.
II. N OTATION AND BACKGROUND I NFORMATION
In this section, we describe the notation used in this paper,
and provide background information on tensors, CP tensor
decomposition, and related algorithms. For a more thorough
introduction to tensors and tensor decomposition, see [18].
A. Notation
For N ∈ N, let [N ] and [N ]0 denote the sets {1, . . . , N }
and {0, 1, . . . , N }, respectively. Throughout this paper, vectors
v ∈ RI are denoted by lowercase bold letters, with the ith entry of v denoted as vi . Similarly, matrices A ∈ RI×J
will be denoted by uppercase bold letters, with the (i, j)-th
entry of A denoted as aij and the i-th row of A as Ai• . For
A ∈ RI×R , the matrix ΥA := AT A ∈ RR×R denotes the
Gramian matrix formed by the columns of A, and A† denotes
Moore–Penrose pseudoinverse of A. If also B ∈ RJ×R , then
A B ∈ RIJ×R denotes the Khatri–Rao product of A and
B, and if I = J, then A ? B denotes the Hadamard product of
A and B. Finally, let A(n) ∈ RIn ×R for all n ∈ [N ], so that
{A(n) }n∈[N ] is a collection of matrices, each with R columns.
For this collection, we use the following notation for multiple
Khatri–Rao and Hadamard products:
K
A(m) = A(N) · · · A(n+1) A(n−1) · · · A(1),
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Fig. 1. A three mode, rank-1 tensor is the outer product of three vectors [18].

matrix is a 2-mode tensor. In this paper, we denote the N mode tensor X (with N ≥ 3) with an uppercase calligraphic
letter. Additionally, xi1 ,...,iN denotes the (i1 , . . . , iN )-th entry
of X , consistent with the notation for vectors and matrices.
One may visualize a matrix in terms of its rows or columns.
Similarly, one may visualize a tensor in terms of its fibers.
Consider the N -mode tensor X ∈ RI1 ×···×IN and fix n ∈ [N ].
By fixing all of the indices of X , except the index corresponding to the n-th mode, one obtains an n-th mode fiber of X ,
e.g., xi1 ...in−1 •in+1 ...iN ∈ RIn . If one collects all of the nth mode fibers of X and arranges them as the columns of a
matrix, ordered by the indices corresponding to the remaining
modes1 , one obtains X(n) ∈ RIn ×(I1 ...In−1 In+1 ...IN ) , the matrix formed by matricizing X along its n-th mode. Matricizing
tensors is an important concept in tensor decomposition, as the
matrices X(1) , . . . , X(N ) are required to write the gradient of
the sum-of-squares objective function in a concise manner.
C. CP Tensor Decomposition
Just as a rank-1 matrix is any matrix that can be written as
the outer product of two vectors, an N -mode, rank-1 tensor
X ∈ RI1 ×···×IN is any tensor that can be written as the
outer product of N vectors a(1) ∈ RI1 , . . . , a(N) ∈ RIN
(cf. Fig. 1). Furthermore, for any R ∈ N with R > 1, a
rank-R tensor X is any tensor that can be written as the sum
of R rank-1 tensors, but not as the sum of (R − 1) rank-1
tensors (cf. Fig. 2). This sum of R outer products is termed
a rank-R decomposition of X . Note that the decomposition
of a rank-R tensor is unique up to the scaling of the vectors
forming the outer products (such that the outer products remain
the same) and the reordering of the rank-1 summands. If
M ∈ RI1 ×···×IN is a rank-R tensor, such that vector along
the n-th mode forming the r-th outer product summand of its
(n)
decomposition is written as ar , for r ∈ [R] and n ∈ [N ], we
let A(n) denote the n-th factor matrix of M, whose columns
(n)
(n)
are given by a1 , . . . , aR . We may then write the N -mode
tensor M in terms of its factor matrices as
M = [[A(1) , . . . , A(N) ]].

(1)

m∈[N ]\{n}

ΓA(n) = Fm∈[N ]\{n} ΥA(m)
= ΥA(N) ? · · · ? ΥA(n+1) ? ΥA(n−1) ? · · · ? ΥA(1) .
B. Tensors
Tensors are objects from multi–linear algebra that generalize
the concepts of vectors and matrices. For N ∈ N, an N -mode
tensor X ∈ RI1 ×···×IN is an N -dimensional array of numbers.
Observe, therefore, that a vector is a 1-mode tensor, while a

By the Manifold Hypothesis [11], [26], high–dimensional
data sets are often well approximated by low–dimensional
models. Consequently, it has become a common practice to
model data sets with multiple features as multi–modal tensors
(each mode corresponding to one feature) and approximate
such tensors by a rank-R tensor for some small R ∈ N.
1 Note that this column ordering is done first with respect to mode-N if
n 6= N , then mode-(N-1) if n 6= N − 1, and so on.
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Fig. 2. A three mode, rank-R tensor is the sum of R rank-1 components [18].

The rank-1 tensors or components forming this decomposition
often reveal latent behaviors possessed by the data set. In order
to obtain this low–dimensional approximation, one must solve
a (typically large–scale) optimization problem. For instance,
one may minimize the sum–of–squares objective:
X
minimize
(xi − mi )2 /2, or equivalently,
rank(M)≤R

i∈[I1 ]×···×[IN ]

minimize kX − Mk2F /2,

rank(M)≤R

where k ? kF denotes the Frobenius norm. To significantly
reduce the number of variables in this optimization problem
and obtain a convex feasible region, one may reformulate this
problem in terms of the factor matrices of M (cf. (1)):
minimize 1/2 × X − [[A(1) , . . . , A(N) ]]

A(n) ∈RIn ×R
for n∈[N ]

2

.
F

(2)

Penalty terms and/or constraints on the factor matrices (e.g.,
non–negativity constraints) may be added to improve decomposition interpretability and problem conditioning [13].
Related to the objective function in (2) is the notion of
decomposition fit. Moreover, given a tensor X and a decomposition M := [[A(1) , . . . , A(N) ]], the fit of the decomposition
M to the tensor X is defined as
1 − kX − MkF /kX kF .
This value describes how accurately the decomposition represents the tensor X : the more accurate the decomposition, the
lower the objective value is, and the closer the fit is to one.
D. Three Tensor Decomposition Algorithms
We now describe three different tensor decomposition algorithms that may be used to solve (2). We summarize the advantages and disadvantages of each algorithm in Section II-D4.
The three algorithms, CP–ALS, CP–OPT–QNR, and CP–
OPT–DGN are often abbreviated as ALS, QNR, and DGN,
respectively, for the remainder of this paper.
1) ALS: CP–Alternating Least Squares is the oldest, most
famous, tensor decomposition method [18]. ALS solves (2)
by optimizing over one factor matrix (e.g., A(1) ) via solving
a least–squares problem, while fixing the remaining factor
matrices (e.g., A(2) , . . . , A(N) ); the algorithm loops over all
factor matrices A(n) , n ∈ [N ] and alternatively optimizes (2)
over each factor matrix A(n) once during a single ALS
iteration. Optimizing over A(n) boils down to computing
 K

A(n) = X(n)
A(m) ΓA(n) †
m∈[N ]\{n}

[18].
J For computational efficiency, the product of X(n)
and m∈[N ]\{n} A(m) , commonly referred to as a MTTKRP
(matricized tensor times Khatri–Rao product), is computed
first, and then multiplied by ΓA(n) † . The most expensive step
in obtaining the new value for A(n) is typically computing
this MTTKRP. When X is sparse with nnz non–zeros, the
MTTKRP requires roughly RN (nnz) flops. Note that N
MTTKRPs are performed each iteration: each factor matrix,
updated once per iteration, requires one MTTKRP.
2) QNR: Unlike ALS, in which (2) is optimized over alternating sets of variables, QNR attempts to optimize (2) over all
variables at once, via the quasi–Newton–Raphson algorithm
L–BFGS. L–BFGS is a line search algorithm that uses the
objective value and gradient information from the current and
previous M iterations, for some small fixed M ∈ N, to obtain
a quasi-Newton search direction. To find a step length, QNR
uses the method from [25].
The partial derivative of f : R(I1 +···+IN )R → R, given by
the objective function from (2), with respect to A(n) , is
 K

∂f
A(m) + A(n) ΓA(n) , (3)
= −X(n)
(n)
∂A
m∈[N ]\{n}

and requires performing one MTTKRP operation to compute.
Therefore, if one were to naively implement the line search
method from [25] as part of L–BFGS in QNR, it would be
necessary to perform N (often expensive) MTTKRP operations for each trial step length. This is evident since (i) in
order to determine whether or not a trial step length should
be accepted during the line search method from [25], one
must check whether or not the step length satisfies the strong
Wolfe conditions, (ii) in a naive line search implementation,
one would compute the gradient at the point corresponding
to the current trial step length in order to check the strong
Wolfe conditions, and (iii) each gradient computation requires
N MTTKRP operations – one per factor matrix.
If many trial step lengths are tested, this process amasses
a large computational expense. However, one may exploit the
fact that the objective in (2) is a polynomial and acquire the
same step length via the process described in Section III-A at
a much lower computational cost. Moreover, once the search
direction is obtained, the computational cost for determining a
step length using this process is equivalent to about only 3N/2
MTTKRP operations, regardless of the number of trial step
lengths tested. Since obtaining the search direction requires
one gradient evaluation, one may perform one iteration of
QNR for a computational cost equivalent to roughly 5N/2 MTTKRP operations; the remaining computational cost required
for each QNR iteration is typically negligible, by comparison.
3) DGN: DGN attempts to optimize (2) over all variables at once like QNR, but uses a damped Gauss–Newton
search direction instead of the quasi-Newton search direction.
Consequently, DGN also requires N MTTKRP operations
to compute the gradient (required to obtain the search direction) at the current iterate, and the equivalent of 3N/2
additional MTTKRP operations to determine a step length
once the search direction is computed, if the process from

Section III-A is employed. To quickly obtain the damped
Gauss–Newton search direction in the DGN algorithm, we use
techniques from [36]. These techniques require multiplying
together matrices and solving linear systems of order R2 .
Even though R is typically relatively small, e.g., R = 50
in our experiments, multiplying together matrices and solving
linear systems of order R2 , requires O(R6 ) flops. Hence,
obtaining the search direction may become an algorithm
bottleneck if these subroutines are implemented inefficiently.
We provide more details on quickly computing the damped
Gauss–Newton search direction and our implementation of
DGN in Sections III-B–III-C.
4) Algorithm Advantages and Disadvantages: In what follows, we summarize the advantages (denoted with a ‘+’)
and disadvantages (denoted with a ‘-’) of the three tensor
decomposition algorithms described above, as observed in the
literature [2], [28], [29], [36]. Our aim is to examine whether
or not these observations hold for large–scale sparse tensors.
ALS:
+ Easiest to implement. Fastest to converge.
- Obtains a worse fit than QNR and DGN. Can fail to detect
latent behaviors detected by QNR. This is particularly
true if the decomposition rank R is chosen too large.
QNR
+ Easier to implement than DGN. May result in a better fit
than ALS and can detect behaviors that ALS does not.
- More difficult to implement/slower to converge than ALS.
DGN
+ Obtains a better fit than ALS.
- Most difficult of the three algorithms to implement.
Slower to converge than ALS.
III. E FFICIENT QNR AND DGN I MPLEMENTATIONS
We now discuss our efficient QNR and DGN implementations in detail. These implementations offer several improvements over more naive implementions of these algorithms,
including (i) a fast method for obtaining a suitable step length
once a search direction is determined, for both QNR and DGN
(cf. Section III-A), and (ii) enhancements for quickly obtaining
the search direction for DGN by incorporating parallelized
versions of LAPACKE subroutines (cf. Section III-B). We also
discuss our choice of damping factor for DGN in Section III-C.
A. Efficiently Obtaining a Step Length
As discussed in Sections II-D2 and II-D3, once a search
direction is obtained, one may compute a suitable step length
for either QNR or DGN at a total cost roughly equivalent to
3N/2 MTTKRP operations. This is in contrast to performing
kN MTTKRP operations where k ∈ N is the number of trial
step lengths, ranging from 2 to 17 in our experiments. We now
discuss how to obtain the step length in this efficient way.
To check the strong Wolfe conditions and determine whether
or not to accept a step length during a line search, one may
consider the function ϕ : R → R of the step length given by

ϕ(τ ) := f [[A(1) , . . . , A(N) ]] + τ [[D(1) , . . . , D(N) ]] ,

where f : R(I1 +···+IN )R → R is the objective function
from (2), {A(n) }n∈[N ] is the current iterate of factor matrices,
and {D(n) }n∈[N ] is the set of factor matrices determining the
search direction. Note that since f is a polynomial, ϕ is a
polynomial as well. Therefore, if one knows the polynomial
coefficients of ϕ, one may quickly compute the value and
derivative of this univariate function at each trial step length
in place of computing the gradient of f ; this allows us to check
the Wolfe conditions at a notably reduced computational cost.
Calculating the coefficients of the aforementioned polynomial involves approximately the same computational expense
as performing 3N/2 MTTKRP operations, once the search
direction is computed. To see why this is, note that
ϕ(τ ) := ϕ1 (τ )/2 − ϕ2 (τ ) + ϕ3 (τ )/2,
where ϕ1 , ϕ2 , ϕ3 : R → R, such that ϕ1 (τ ) :=

(4)

kX k2F ,

ϕ2 (τ ) := hX , [[A(1) + τ D(1) , . . . , A(N) + τ D(N) ]]i, and
(5)
ϕ3 (τ ) := k[[A(1) + τ D(1) , . . . , A(N) + τ D(N) ]]k2F .

(6)

The value of the constant function ϕ1 is computed at the
beginning of QNR and DGN. It need not be recomputed
here. To obtain the coefficients for ϕ2 , a degree N polynomial, one may use Algorithm 1, which requires roughly
3N 2 R(nnz)/2 flops, the computational equivalent of 3N/2
MTTKRP operations. Finally, to compute the coefficients of
ϕ3 , a polynomial of degree 2N , one P
may use Algorithm 2,
N
which requires about (N 3N R2 + 4R2 n=1 In ) flops, a cost
typically negligible compared to that required to obtain the
coefficients
PN of ϕ2 , as 3 ≤ N ≤ 5, R = 50, nnz ≥ 4e7,
and 4R n=1 In  N 2 × nnz in most of of our experiments.
Hence, after adding the coefficients of ϕ1 , ϕ2 , and ϕ3 together,
one obtains the coefficients of ϕ with a total cost roughly
equivalent to 3N/2 MTTKRP operations. Theorem 1 (resp. 2)
in the Appendix ensures that Algorithm 1 (resp. 2) produces
the correct coefficients for ϕ2 (resp. ϕ3 ).
B. Fast Computation of the Damped Gauss-Newton Direction
As discussed in Section II-D3, we must multiply matrices
together and solve linear systems of order R2 , to obtain the
damped Gauss–Newton direction. Since these matrix multiplication and linear system solver subroutines require on
the order of R6 flops, they must be implemented efficiently,
as otherwise they may become a bottleneck for DGN, even
with only moderately sized R. Therefore, in our DGN implementation, we utilize an OpenBLAS implementation of the
LAPACKE functions dgemm_ (for matrix multiplication) and
dgesv_ (for solving linear systems) to enable a fast, parallel
computation of the damped Gauss–Newton direction. This
allows us to obtain that direction in a negligible amount of
time, when compared to computing the gradient (cf. (3)) and
the polynomial coefficients of ϕ(τ ) (cf. (4)–(6)).
C. Damping Factor for DGN
In our DGN implementation, we begin by utilizing the
damped Gauss–Newton search direction with a damping factor

Algorithm 1 Computing the coefficients of ϕ2 (cf. (5)).
Input: X ∈ [I1 ] × · · · × [IN ] is a sparse tensor; {A(n) }n∈[N ]
and {D(n) }n∈[N ] are sets of suitably sized factor matrices.
1: Initialize p2,n , the degree n coefficient of ϕ2 to zero, for
n ∈ [N ]0 .
2: for each i = (i1 , . . . , iN ) such that xi 6= 0 do
(1)
3:
Set π (0) = Ai1 • .
(1)
4:
Set π (1) = Di1 • .
5:
for m = 2, . . . , N do
(m)
6:
Set π (m) = π (m−1) ? Dim • . R flops
7:
for q = m − 1, . . . , 1 do
(m)
(m)
8:
π (q) ← π (q−1) ? Dim • + π (q) ? Aim • . 3R flops
9:
end for
(m)
10:
π (0) ← π (0) ? Aim • . R flops
11:
end for
12:
for n = 0, 1, . . . , N P
do
(n)
R
13:
p2,n ← p2,n + xi r=1 πr
. (R + 1) flops
14:
end for
15: end for
Algorithm 2 Computing the coefficients of ϕ3 (cf. (6)).
Input: {A(n) }n∈[N ] and {D(n) }n∈[N ] are sets of suitably
sized factor matrices.
1: Initialize p3,n , the n-th degree coefficient of ϕ3 to zero,
for n ∈ [2N ]0 .
2: for n = 1, . . . , N do
(n)
3:
Set M0 = ΥA(n) . In R2 flops
T
T
(n)
4:
Set M1 = (A(n) ) D(n) +(D(n) ) A(n) . 2In R2 flops
(n)
5:
Set M2 = ΥD(n) . In R2 flops
6: end for
7: for (j1 , . . . , jN ) ∈ [2]0 × · · · × [2]0 do
(n)
2
8:
M = FN
n=1 Mjn . N R flops
PN
9:
J → n=1 jn . N flops
PR
10:
p3,J → p3,J + i,j=1 mij . R2 flops
11: end for
of one. Subsequent search directions use the same damping
factor if the objective experienced a relative decrease of
a certain threshold or more during the previous iteration.
Otherwise, we use the negative gradient as the search direction,
which is equivalent to letting the damping factor λ → ∞.
Although different versions of Levenberg–Marquardt offer
more sophisticated strategies for choosing the damping factor,
our strategy is easy to implement and produced excellent
experimental results (cf. Sections IV and V).
IV. D ECOMPOSITION F IT OVER T IME
We now study the decomposition of four different tensors,
each of which is constructed from a real world data set. These
data sets, described below, relate to a variety of applications,
i.e., geospatial analysis, text analysis, and cybersecurity, so
that we may demonstrate the versatility of DGN’s effectiveness
when applied to large–scale sparse tensors. A summary of the
tensors formed from these data sets is given in Table I.
The Automatic Identification System (AIS) data set contains
vessel traffic data collected by the U.S. Coast Guard for

Data set
AIS
Amazon
Enron
LANL

Dimensions
17,431 x 445 x 7,592,678
4,821,207 x 1,774,269 x 1,805,187
6,066 x 5,699 x 244,268 x 1,176
1,433 x 22,077 x 534,687 x
58,389 x 11
TABLE I

No. of Non-zeros
49,210,786
1,741,809,018
54,202,099
40,266,345

T ENSORS GENERATED FROM FOUR DIFFERENT DATA SETS .

monitoring the location and characteristics of large vessels
in U.S. and international waters [22]. Our AIS data set is
a subset of the AIS records recorded from UTM zones 1419 from the years 2015-2017. The tensor was constructed
using the ENSIGN tensor construction utility (csv2tensor).
The tensor modes correspond to (i) time binned to the hour,
(ii) latitude and longitude fused and binned to three decimal
places, and (iii) Maritime Mobile Service Identity (MMSI).
The Amazon data set [24] was used to construct a tensor
downloaded directly from [35]. The data set was formed from
a corpus of reviews of products sold on amazon.com. After
preprocessing the reviews to remove stop words, the number
of times an Amazon user utilized a given word in review
of a specific product was recorded. The constructed tensor
therefore has modes corresponding to user, product, and word.
The Enron data set [33] was also used to construct a tensor
downloaded directly from [35]. This data set was formed from
a corpus of emails released by Enron Corporation during an
investigation by the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission.
Emails with a sender or recipient outside of the @enron.com
domain were removed and the remaining emails were preprocessed by removing stopwords and using Porter stemming. The
tensor has modes akin to sender, recipient, word, and date.
The LANL data set is a public cyber data set published
by Los Alamos National Lab [37]. It contains 90 days of
anonymized NetFlow and host events data. We used the NetFlow data from a single day to form the tensor for our analysis.
The tensor, constructed using the ENSIGN csv2tensor
utility, has modes corresponding to timestamp (binned by
minute), source device, destination device, destination port,
and number of bytes transferred (binned in logarithmic scale).
We decompose each of the four tensors ten different times
(each time using a different initial guess) for each of the three
different tensor decomposition algorithms, with nonnegativity
constraints on all factor matrices. Each decomposition was run
on a single node with 512GB of memory and 20 cores. For
each tensor, we plot the objective value over time obtained by
each of the decomposition algorithms during the ten trials,
along with the average objective value over the ten trials,
in Figure 3. Also, we record the the average time for each
algorithm to converge and the best fit obtained over the ten
trials for the four data sets in Table II. For all four tensors,
we see that DGN reduces the average objective value from (2)
the most out of all three algorithms and achieves the best
fit over all ten trials, demonstrating that DGN outperforms
the other two algorithms in terms of accuracy; furthermore,
DGN converges on average in about the same time as QNR
and in less than twice the time as ALS, for all four tensors
(cf. Fig. 3 and Table II). Note that we declare that an algorithm

Fig. 4. Behavior detected by DGN, undetected by QNR and ALS.

Fig. 3. Objective value (cf. (2)) vs. time in seconds for each tensor from
Table I obtained by ALS, QNR, and DGN. We add nonnegativity constraints
to (2). For each data set and algorithm, we plot the results for ten different
initial guesses (thin lines), as well as the average of those results (thick
lines). Convergence to a lower objective value indicates better decomposition
accuracy. Hence, DGN demonstrates better accuracy than ALS and QNR.

AIS
Amazon
Enron
LANL

CP–ALS
time
fit
1.26 E 3
0.085
1.72 E 4
0.343
9.34 E 2
0.207
6.77 E 2
0.417

CP–OPT–QNR
time
fit
2.86 E 3
0.089
2.13 E 4
0.352
5.34 E 2
0.275
8.78 E 2
0.317
TABLE II

CP–OPT–DGN
time
fit
2.14 E 3
0.100
2.14 E 4
0.361
5.62 E 2
0.405
1.18 E 3
0.447

AVERAGE TIME TAKEN TO CONVERGE IN SECONDS AND BEST FIT
OBTAINED OVER TEN TRIALS

has converged if the objective value is not relatively reduced
by at least a certain threshold (here 1e-10) or a maximum
number of iterations is reached (here 100). In nearly all trials,
the maximum number of iterations was reached, implying that
the average time per iteration for each algorithm and data set is
given roughly by the value in Table II divided by one hundred.
Hence, in all of our experiments, DGN produces the most
accurate tensor decompositions out of all three algorithms,
without much additional computing time (both overall and per
iteration), for large–scale sparse tensors. This corroborates the
earlier results on smaller tensors (cf. Section II-D4).
V. L ATENT B EHAVIOR D ETECTION
Finally, we see how DGN detects behaviors that ALS and
QNR do not, while ALS and QNR often fail to detect any
behaviors other than those detected by DGN. Due to space
limitations, only latent behaviors found in the Enron data
set will be discussed in detail. We note however, that DGN
discovered three behaviors in the LANL data set not found
by ALS, while ALS failed to detect any behaviors in addition
to those detected by DGN. In all of our experiments, there
were no instances in which (i) ALS (resp. QNR) detected
behaviors undetected by DGN, and (ii) DGN failed to detect
behaviors in addition to those discovered by ALS (resp. QNR).
For information on latent behaviors detected in the AIS data
set, see [19].
After computing ten different decompositions of the Enron tensor (cf. Section IV) with each of the three tensor

decomposition algorithms, we select the decomposition that
obtains the highest fit out of the ten, for each algorithm.
Then, for each component in each decomposition, we measure
the cosine similarity between that component, and the other
two decompositions, noting the following: (i) There are three
components from the DGN decomposition that have a cosine
similarity of less than 1e-12 with the ALS decomposition and
less than 1e-6 with the QNR decomposition, indicating that
the behaviors described by these three components were not
detected by either ALS or QNR. (ii) Each component from
both the ALS and QNR decompositions has a cosine similarity
of at least 1e-4 with the DGN decomposition (and in nearly all
cases at least 1e-3), indicating that DGN detected all behaviors
detected by the other two algorithms. The three behaviors
detected only by DGN were determined to correspond to [27]:
(i) an email accidentally sent by one employee to multiple
coworkers containing many repetitions of the same line, (ii) a
chain of emails on Enron buying Columbia Energy Services
Corporation and having certain ISDA master agreements transferred to Enron during April–July of 2000, and (iii) emails
related to calculating the value at risk to be reported to the
U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) sent out in
early January 2002; this is particularly interesting as these
emails were sent days before the SEC began its investigation of
Enron. These emails were sent by a single person, a director at
the company, and contained the words ‘active’, ‘Dec[ember]’,
and ‘position’ (cf. Fig. 4). Hence, DGN outperforms ALS and
QNR, not only in terms of accuracy, but in regards to latent
behavior detection.
VI. S UMMARY AND C ONCLUDING R EMARKS
In this work, we implement a highly efficient, parallelized,
shared–memory damped Gauss–Newton tensor decomposition
algorithm, CP–OPT–DGN, into the tensor software package
ENSIGN. We decompose several large–scale sparse tensors using this algorithm, and observe that this algorithm outperforms
the decomposition algorithms CP–ALS and CP–OPT–QNR in
terms of decomposition accuracy and latent behavior detection.
Future research directions include implementing a distributed–
memory version of CP–OPT–DGN and developing efficient
damped Gauss–Newton all–at–once tensor decomposition algorithms that minimize other appropriate objective functions.
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A PPENDIX
Theorem 1. At the conclusion of Algorithm 1, p2,n contains
the n-th degree polynomial coefficient of ϕ2 , for n ∈ [N ]0 .
Proof. All line numbers in this proof refer to those in Algorithm 1. By (5), we have that
ϕ2 (τ ) =

X
xi1 ...iN 6=0

xi1 ...iN

R hY
N
X
r=1

i
(ai` r + τ di` r ) .

`=1

Fix i = (i1 , . . . , iN ) such that xi 6= 0. In view of lines 1-2
and lines 12-15, it is sufficient to show that the quantity stored
(n)
in πr in line
13 is given by the n-th degree polynomial
QN
coefficient of `=1 (ai` r + τ di` r ). Define
m
Y
ψm,r (τ ) := (ai` r + τ di` r ) for r ∈ [R], m ∈ [N ],
`=1

and let sm,r,q denote the q-th degree coefficient of ψm,r for
q ∈ [m]0 . We claim that after reaching line 5 and upon
completing (m − 1) iterations of the loop beginning in that
(q)
line, πr is equal to sm,r,q , q ∈ [m]0 , for m ∈ [N ], and prove
this claim by induction on m.
If m = 1, then no iterations of the loop beginning in line 5
(0)
have been completed and the claim holds, as πr ← ai1 r =

(1)

s1,r,0 and πr ← di1 r = s1,r,1 are the degree zero and one
coefficients of ψ1,r (τ ) = ai1 r + τ di1 r , respectively. Assume
the claim holds for (m − 1) when 1 < m ≤ N . Then after
completing (m − 2) iterations of the aforementioned loop, we
(q)
have that πr contains sm−1,r,q for q ∈ [m − 1]0 . Note that
ψm,r (τ ) = (aim r + τ dim r ) ψm−1,r (τ ).

πr(m) ← dim r πr(m−1) = dim r sm−1,r,m−1 = sm,r,m .
Fix q ∈ [m − 1]. Then similarly, by line 8, the induction
hypothesis, and (7), the degree q coefficient of ψm,r (τ ) is
= dim r sm−1,r,q−1 + aim r sm−1,r,q = sm,r,q .

πr(0) ← aim r πr(0) = aim r sm−1,r,0 = sm,r,0 .
By induction, the claim holds; taking m = N yields the result.

(7)

Suppose q = m. By line 6, the induction hypothesis, and (7),

πr(q) ← dim r πr(q−1) + aim r πr(q)

Finally suppose q = 0. By line 10, the induction hypothesis,
and (7), the degree zero coefficient of ψm,r (τ ) is

Theorem 2. At the conclusion of Algorithm 2, p3,n contains
the n-th degree polynomial coefficient of ϕ3 , for n ∈ [2N ]0 .
Proof. By (6) and lines 2–6 of Algorithm 2, we have that


ϕ3 (τ ) = 1TR FN
n=1 ΥA(n) +τ D(n) 1R

h
i
(n)
(n)
(n)
2
= 1TR FN
1R .
n=1 M0 + τ M1 + τ M2
The conclusion follows from lines 7–11 of Algorithm 2.

